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Foreword

Foreword
By Ben White, General Manager of Research
for Kondinin Group, and Helen Clark, editor
of Energy News Bulletin.
Kondinin Group members contribute to
important energy sector research
Kondinin Group prides itself on being independent,
impartial and unbiased. Our reputation for providing
objective farm equipment, technology and service
evaluations have been built over 65 years.
Our approach is to scientifically seek and validate
information on a given issue and present the findings in
clear and concise manner, allowing farmers to conclude
which findings are most relevant to their operation.
This objective, scientific and factual approach removes
much of the emotion around a topic, instead referring
to the findings and relying on the strength of the
protocol with which these findings were resolved.
Emotion can sometimes get in the way of facts when
it comes to issues people are passionate about. This is
more pronounced when livelihoods are at stake or
communication is poor. In some cases, assumptions
are made but only the loudest voices in the room are
heard, which may not represent the general consensus.
This report looks to address the latter issue with
an in-depth survey around the perceptions of
landholders in relation to energy production.
Furthermore, this report aims to identify
opportunities for improved communication and
understanding with the ultimate goal being to
achieve positive outcomes for both landholders
and energy producers.
Key findings include variable levels of understanding,
particularly around potential benefits and
opportunities a collaborative project approach
may deliver.
There are key learnings from this survey for
regulators, energy producers and farmers. More than
half of the respondents identifying a knowledge
deficit relating to current regulations for both
renewable and non-renewable energy projects.
The learnings revolve around communication,
understanding, trust, process and legislative
frameworks.
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Kondinin Group’s Ben White

This extends beyond just the energy producer and
the farmer as it potentially has wider implications
for the community.
We thank the 200+ farm owners and agriculture
sector stakeholders who participated in this
important research and trust the survey findings
provides an insight into peer perceptions.
ENB launches new research report investigating
agricultural land use
The arguments over onshore gas exploration in
Australia have been acrimonious for years with activists
accusing industry of riding roughshod over farmers
and industry suggesting city-based environmental
groups do not speak for rural communities.
To redress this Energy News has partnered with sister
company Kondinin Group to do what media is meant
to and go straight to the source. Working with
Kondinin Groups’s database of farmers we surveyed
231 respondents, with the vast majority being
farmers and other farm workers, and a selection of
land holders and agribusiness representatives.
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We found skepticism of industry and a definite lack of
trust, coupled with a lack of understanding of rules
and regulations governing onshore energy projects
suggesting industry should try harder to reach
landholders.
Questions were split between renewable and
non-renewable projects, for sake of clarity.
The data presented is quantitative and qualitative,
with aggregating of selections by respondents on
multiple choice questions and also adding in certain
comments for colour.
Two-thirds actually had no experience of energy
projects on their land currently and of the remaining
third half had an energy project on their land now
and the others had previously.
While most who were surveyed said they did not
know current regulations governing energy projects
on land, of those who did 87% believe regulations
favour gas companies and only 1% believe they
favour landholders.
On renewable energy companies only 66% think
regulations favour energy companies and 11% think
they favour farmers.
Income and more infrastructure were seen as the main
benefits of hosting energy projects and perceived
threats to water seen as a key downside. In fact,
93% of respondents suggested discussions on water
management would be ‘crucial’ for any gas project.
Overall, 58% indicated they would host or, depending
on the circumstances at the time, would consider
hosting an oil or gas project on their land in the future,
with this rising to 85% for renewables projects, though
comments suggest solar is vastly preferred to wind.
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ENB editor Helen Clark

The above is just a small snapshot of our findings and
we encourage all ENB subscribers with an interest in
land use and access issues to read through the full
report, which delivers a range of thought-provoking
results and opens the way for further analysis and
investigation.
We hope the inaugural Land Use report will help
industry begin to chart a way forward to better
collaboration with land holders and, most
importantly, improved trust and transparency.
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Browse through our variety of
practical manuals, the popular
Workshop Series, educational
resources about farming and
agriculture and much more on
the Kondinin Group Bookstore!

www.kondininbookstore.com.au
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1 Introduction

About the Land Use Report
There is tension inherent in the fact that energy
production requires access to land that, in many
cases, is farmland. Skilful and informed negotiations
about access are a critical aspect of the successful
initiation of new projects. Through its broad stable of
publications, Aspermont, owner of Kondinin Group,
has established a reputation for listening and straight
talking in both the energy and agricultural sectors.
This gives us scope to provide valuable information
that, used well, can ease anxieties on both sides and
facilitate more satisfactory communication between
stakeholders in multi-land use projects.
Aspermont and Kondinin Group have always been
committed to asking questions, listening, and sharing
the answers we get. We are doing this through this,
our new Land Use Report, that aims to investigate
current sentiments in the agricultural community
about energy exploration and production involving
agricultural land.
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Ease anxieties on both
sides and facilitate more
satisfactory communication
In late 2019, we used an online questionnaire to ask
famers and other members of the agricultural
community about energy projects: What they know
about the rules and regulations governing them, who
they trust as sources of information, how willing
they’d be to get involved, and which issues they think
need to be discussed.
This report presents their responses, aggregating the
results of multiple choice items and sorting the data
to reveal state by state patterns, so that energy sector
negotiators can take their views into account when
drafting communication plans.
We hope you enjoy reading what they had to say.
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Key Findings
A detailed description of who was involved in this
survey is given in Chapter 2. In brief though, 93% of
our respondents were farmers, and the remaining 7%
were other members of agricultural communities,
and, importantly, two thirds of our respondents are
yet to have firsthand experience of being involved in
an energy project on agricultural land. This means
that in most cases, their perceptions are ideas they
have picked up from conversations between friends
and neighbours that abound in rural communities.
Understanding these views provides an opportunity
for stakeholders on all sides to see what valid concerns
are held, where misconceptions have arisen, and how
to shape projects to meet all stakeholders’ needs.
The final section of this chapter summarises the key
findings, and a more detailed breakdown of the data
follows in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

Understanding
Confusion reigns when it comes to public
understanding of the rules governing gas exploration
and the execution of renewable and non-renewable
energy projects, and the rights of various stakeholders.
More than half of our respondents said that they
didn’t know the regulations governing either kind of
energy project in their state. This is not surprising
given that regulations differ between states, between
energy types and change regularly. (To help with this
we have included a table with links to key websites
with land use and access information. Please see
Chapter 3 for this information.)
Most of the respondents who said that they
understood the regulations described them as tilted in
favour of companies, slightly more so with gas
companies than with renewables, but still indicated an
impression that the regulators are not on their side.
This is a red flag for regulators who should address
these concerns as a public service. If not, it may be in
the best interests of energy companies to address
concerns and undertake communications work, and
to highlight the protections offered to farmers in the
regulations.
In considering this, it is worth noting that when asked
if amendments to the regulations to remove bias
would make them more willing to participate, around
10% said yes, so more research may be needed to
unpick whether the negativity is part of a generic
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Address concerns and
undertake communications
work, and to highlight the
protections offered to farmers
anti-government sentiment or something that could
be dispelled with an information campaign.

Attitudes and Willingness
Attitudes towards energy projects were explored in a
number of ways, by asking our respondents if they
would willingly participate in renewable or nonrenewable energy projects, what the expected or
perceived upsides and downsides of getting involved
in projects are, and which issues need to be part of
future discussions. Looking at these results together
indicates some clear themes.
Firstly, in relation to the willingness to engage in nonrenewable projects, 11.3% responded yes based on the
information they currently have, however that figure
jumps to 48.6% when responses of “possibly, after
doing further research” are included, and rises a further
8.9% to 57.9% when responses of “only if the
regulations were more favourable” are included. Overall,
this is a clear flag that communication and clarification
of relevant information would increase willingness to
engage in non-renewable energy projects.
Some clues about what information could be useful can
be gleaned from looking at their reasoning, included
by many in the comments section. A key theme for
those wanting to be involved in non-renewable/gas
projects was to diversify their income via non-weather
dependent activities, with other upsides including
improved infrastructure (such as roads, dams and
pipelines), jobs and money, to boost their ability to
invest in new technology for greater productivity.
Money was also raised as a motivating factor in the
comments sections for the other attitude questions.
The takeout here is that income and infrastructure
are key drivers in the decision-making processes
of farmers.
For renewables, 33% responded yes to being willing
to engage in a project, based on the information they
currently have, and an additional 45% said they
would after further research, bringing the affirmative
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tally to 77%. This rises a further 7.3 % to 84.3% when
including responses of “only if the regulations were
more favourable”.
Unpacking their thoughts in the comments section,
a clear theme was that climate change and/or
sustainability were considerations in their positive
attitude towards renewable energy projects. Others
specified that their willingness to participate in a
renewable energy project was only for solar, and not
wind. Specific concerns raised about windfarms
included noise and community division. This provides
insight into the level of concern farmers have for both
the environment and community harmony, that
could be addressed in communications.
The same issues shine through in their feedback
about future discussions between stakeholders,
with farmers seemingly hungry for big broad
conversations that cover all the issues we offered
them. The issues that between 73% and 99% of our
respondents wanted kept on the table were: water
management, land remediation, regulations
surrounding exploration rights, land access and
maintenance during production, the wellbeing of
local communities, the structure of payments, and
reducing carbon emissions. King among these was
water, deemed crucial by 93% and clearly an issue
that needs to be addressed. In their comments about
important issues to bring to future discussions they
requested more information and conversation about
their rights, about negative effects of windfarms, and
about trust in the context of contracts with
governments and corporations.

Water management is the top priority
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This provides a clear list of priorities to bring to
conversations with landholders. For non-renewables,
the upsides are money and infrastructure, and the
downsides are potential issues with water, reduced
land access and concerns about climate change. For
renewables the main upside is better climate change
outcomes, and they flagged that solar and wind are
perceived differently, with the potential for wind to
be seen as a divisive community issue.
While these results may be useful for energy
companies interested in engaging in discussions with
the agricultural sector, it is worth bearing in mind that
their trust is not easily won.

Trust
When it comes to providing information that is
trusted, it is worth noting that on this issue, farmers
trust other farmers the most – whether this is in the
form of landowner representative groups, such as the
Farmers’ Federation and state-based farmers
associations, or their friends and neighbours. Farmers
also trust science, and factual reports from scientific
bodies. The sources they have less trust in include
governments (both local and state), with energy
companies and activists receiving the lowest ratings,
although this varied significantly from state to state,
with energy companies more trusted in both WA and
Queensland, which came in well above the south
eastern states.
This flags a need for communications strategists to
consider how to deliver messages, given that
farmers filter for credibility primarily by trusting each
other. The potential impact of negative messages
from neighbours who have had or heard of
unsatisfactory experiences is a hurdle that energy
company communicators need to address. Ways to
approach this include efforts to convert former
partners, who have had positive experiences, into
advocates. It is probable that some negative
experiences in previous projects are the result of
poor communication about rules and rights at the
outset. One way that strategists can seek to limit
future negative talk between farmers is to foster
greater understanding of rules and rights at the
beginning of multi-use projects.
This has been a brief summary of the key findings.
The next chapter will explain our methodology in
more detail and chapters 3, 4 and 5 we did deeper
into the data, to give more nuanced insights into the
levels of understanding of our respondents and their
attitudes, willingness, and trust levels in relation to
shared land use.
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This new report by Farming Ahead aims to
investigate the current sentiments in the
agricultural community about energy exploration
and production involving agricultural land.
The research was undertaken in collaboration
with Farming Ahead sister publication Energy
News Bulletin and is based off an online survey
in late 2019 asking readers about their views on
energy projects: what they know about the rules
and regulations governing them, who they trust
as sources of information, how willing they’d be
to get involved, and which issues they think need
to be addressed.
The report aims to identify opportunities for
improved communication and understanding

with the ultimate goal being to achieve positive
outcomes for both landholders and energy
producers.
Kondinin Group’s flagship publication Farming
Ahead has set the tone for the agricultural industry
for over 60 years by delivering high value research
findings, industry news, equipment reviews and
agricultural information on best farming practices
to its members.
Kondinin Group prides itself on its commitment to
being an integral part of the farming community
and is widely regarded as a trusted partner in
running Australia’s rural businesses.

KONDININ GROUP RESEARCH REPORTS

Kondinin Group research offers the only independent and comprehensive
assessment of farm machinery, equipment, technology and rural services
available to Australian farmers. According to the National Agricultural Survey,
67% of members have used the research information published in Farming
Ahead to improve their farm practices and drive productivity.
Kondinin Group is owned by B2B publisher Aspermont Limited.
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•
•
•

Communications and Technology (May 2020)
Sheep Handlers (April 2020)
150hp Tractors (March 2020)
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